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Abstract: This study was conducted to propose and identify suggestions for pathways to maintain
the sustainability of the pearl industry, a cultural value asset rooted in the region, and to revitalize
coastal communities through the pearl industry. Using a qualitative approach, this study sought the
opinions of relevant stakeholders based on key themes from the literature review and compiled an
agenda for further research and discussion. Specifically, focus group discussions were held with pearl
industry stakeholders, local residents, the pearl industry and organizations, tourists, and the public
sector, and the views among the four stakeholder groups were analyzed. As a result, the following
factors were identified as likely to contribute to the sustainability of the cultured pearl industry:
(1) co-creation of value through collaboration between the local stakeholders and local communities
(satoumi), (2) efforts to pass on and innovate traditional cultured pearl technology seeking global
markets, and (3) enhancement of industrial support measures in coastal areas through collaboration
between residents, industry, and government to create an ecology-focused inbound tourism strategy.
Stakeholders are strongly aware of the need to promote to the world the value of unique cultured
pearls and gemstones that rely on traditional Japanese technology and to attract tourists, along with
the development of the next generation of pearl industry leaders, but further systematic intervention
is required to achieve this goal. The results of this study are expected to serve as a basis for the next
steps in presenting further suggestions through integrated analysis with quantitative economic data.
They may also provide guidance for the development of pathways to regional development through
the revitalization of local industries and tourism innovation in other coastal regions of the world.

Keywords: sustainability; cultured pearl business; community-based collaboration; regional development;
satoumi (coasts with sealines)

1. Introduction

A pearl is formed from a grain of sand or grit that rolls around inside an oyster, taking
on a film of calcium carbonate, aragonite, and calcite that grows over time: usually 1
to 2 years. Pearls possess an iridescent quality known as ‘orient’. This is caused by the
structure of the pearl. The secretions of calcite are so small that light waves usually reflect
from the pearl gemstone, giving it wonderful hues and an aura effect.

The Japanese cultured pearl industry has been supported by family-based small
businesses in the western part of mainland Japan. The cultured pearl technique was
invented by Kokichi Mikimoto in 1868; since then, Japan has been at the forefront of the
industry, enhancing it globally and setting the standard for luxurious jewellery.

The Japanese cultured pearl sectors are not only an industry with local stakeholders but
also a key actor in sustaining regional tourism businesses [1]. The decline of the pearl industry
has also had a negative impact on relevant stakeholders in local community-based businesses.

1.1. Research Gaps and Rationale of the Study

‘The Basic Policy on the Promotion of the Pearl Industry and Pearl-related Jewellery
Culture’ (Pearl Promotion Act) was introduced by the Ministry of Economy, Trade and
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Industry in 2016 [2]. In order to support pearl cultivation, which itself helps the craft
industry by relying on traditional Japanese techniques, the government intervened to
design a comprehensive support scheme for the promotion of the pearl industry. This
entailed discussions between businesses involved in pearl cultivation (Mie, Nagasaki, and
others), processing bases (Kobe City), the prefectures concerned, and a questionnaire survey
(the Akoya League). The scheme was implemented in 2017; after this, the momentum for
industrial support through industry–government–academia collaboration grew [3].

Akoya pearl production has shown a significant decline from USD 840 M in 1990 to
USD 154 M in 2014 [2]. In response to this decline, the relevant sectors must strategically
plan marketing promotions and supportive interventions to sustain businesses. In order
to maintain sustainability in the market as an industry, producers must also improve
product quality, develop products, and adopt a manufacturing attitude geared towards
matching market trends in order to maintain an increasing supply-demand balance of
pearls as a product [4]. So far, the major themes of previous overseas studies in this field
seem to fall into two broad categories: (1) sustainability through countermeasures against
seawater pollution and improvement of shellfish habitat and proliferation of species and
(2) maintenance of production and enhancement of competitiveness in the international
market. The main themes of co-creation of value through collaboration among stakeholders
in coastal areas and maintaining the sustainability of the pearl industry, which were the
focus of this study, are barely mentioned.

1.2. Research Questions

On the other hand, a movement that has recently been attracting interest is the elab-
oration of inbound strategies with the pearl industry at its core. Since the enactment of
the above-mentioned Pearl Promotion Act in 2016, this has been an attempt to support
pearl farming technology and the local tourism industry linked to the pearl industry, i.e. to
promote community-based inbound tourism based on the cultured pearl industry [5].

Possible avenues have been discussed and proposed on how to enhance inbound
tourism in Japan based on local products, such as Japanese food and cultural attractions.
In line with this perspective [6], for instance, the case of Shanghai, China, was examined
with a focus on local assets, including the oriental pearl industry [7]. The potential of the
strategy is considered and provides a useful framework for discussion that can contribute
to combining local business and inbound tourism. However, there is a lack of research
depth on the topic of how to integrate two important elements of the pearl industry, the
cultured pearl industry, and the promotion of tourism in specific regions as an integrated
strategic plan.

Therefore, research questions of the study are as follows:

(1) What measures are necessary to maintain the sustainability of the cultured pearl
businesses in coastal areas?

(2) Is it an effective measure to promote stakeholder collaboration for the development of
the cultured pearl businesses? If so, what factors should be taken into consideration?

(3) Can cultured pearls be an attraction for tourism in the area?

Then, focusing on the above research gap, this study takes one of the major cultured
pearl production areas located in the Ise-Shima region of mainland Japan, examines the
potential and prospects for an inbound tourism strategy with the cultured pearl industry at
its core, and proposes models and issues for further discussion and policy development.
While sustainability can be broadly defined as a social goal that aims for the long-term safe
coexistence of humankind on the planet, this study focuses more on pinpointing the theme
of long-term economic prosperity of the pearl industry and the coexistence of all parties
involved, with a focus on the stakeholders related to the pearl industry in coastal areas. We
will focus on the perspectives and attitudes
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2. The Cultured Pearl Industry in Japan: Ise-Shima Area
2.1. History and Discussion of the Japanese Cultured Pearl Industry

There has been only limited research that focuses on cultured pearls in Japan from
the aspects of entrepreneurship and business management. The cultured pearl industry
comprises small business entities, and public supportive methods should be implemented
to help sustain them [8] (Figure 1).
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Figure 1 is a map of the coastal area of Ise-Shima National Park, which is the target for
this study. The Ise-Shima region is a fishing village area in a scenic coastal area in central
Japan, where cultured pearls and tourism are the main industries. Japan’s invention of
cultured pearls using Akoya oysters has led to a dramatic expansion of cultured pearls, but
it has not become a field of study that attracts the attention of social science researchers.
Historical development was also discussed of the cultured pearl industry in Japan as a
whole in a coastal context, suggesting that research should be conducted to ensure the
sustainability of local industries unique to the region [9]. However, this series of studies
ends with a description of the damage done to the industry by the oil shocks of the early
1970s, the aftermath of which has not yet been studied. That means it is a challenge for
social science researchers to continue further holistic research, especially in the period of
economic recession and the recent COVID-pandemic.

2.2. Pearls as the Value for the Sustainable Local Economy

Consumption of luxury brands can achieve three major goals: creating an identity,
encouraging sustainability, and presenting social and economic status [10]. For some people
the privilege of luxury products is their own way to keep the uniqueness and advantages
from the rest of the people in society [11]. Authors have also commented that the ownership
of luxury goods does not equate to one’s social position [12].

However, there have not been many discussions on pearls in the context of luxury
goods. Researchers have tried to define luxury branding by concentrating on three views:
the psychological, economic, and marketing perspectives [12]. As a result of fashion and
cultural changes over time, the concept of luxury values is still unstable [13]. It was
suggested that investigating the motivation for consumers to purchase luxury goods is the
first step in understanding their behavior; however, this area has not been studied in the
context of cultured pearls [14,15].

2.3. Tourist Attraction Stimulus: Luxury Value of Pearl Products and Sustainable Development

The term luxury is rare from the consumer’s perspective, giving the perception of a
high-quality, expensive, and non-basic product or service. It is a symbol of high quality,
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reputation, and a high level of living and provides emotional value [11]. Pearls are jewellery
as a luxury item realized through technology invented by Mikimoto [9].

However, the recent trend toward the “democratization” of luxury goods [16,17] offers
great opportunities for luxury brand businesses but also provides challenges in terms of
the sustainability of their value and the difficulty of differentiation [18]. Although the
growing number of middle-class and upper middle-class consumers is already manifested
in increased wealth and more demanding preferences, few discussions have focused on the
value of pearls as a luxury item in the process of discussing community development in
the coastal Ise-Shima region.

In previous studies on the revitalization and sustainable development of other pearl-
producing regions in the global market, the author in [19] barely mentions the value of
pearls as icons that attract tourists in their discussions, but few studies have focused on
other agricultural products and discussed their inbound-promoting effects.

On the other hand, in production areas such as Ise-Shima, local authorities and tourism
bureaus have recognized the luxury value of cultured pearls as an inbound attraction and
have organized tourism events in the production areas with some success [15]. However,
these activities are undertaken in isolation and lack any overall strategic dynamism. The
producers also have no way of knowing what value is added to the pearls (the product
of their labour) as raw materials and subsequently in the supply chain, nor how they are
selected and purchased by end consumers in the global luxury goods market through
the intervention of designers and market players [15]. There is no way of knowing the
preferences and purchases of end consumers in the global luxury goods market. The
cultured pearl industry, isolated from the final consumption areas, is a declining sector of
the agriculture, forestry, and fisheries industry that is, sadly, in the doldrums [4].

2.4. Conceptualization of Synergies among Stakeholders: Necesity of Collaboration

As discussed, the cultured pearl industries have been embedded in local tourism
mainly in the Ise-Shima region and have been successful so far in attracting visitors not
only from inland Japan but also from overseas. However, this aspect of the connection
between the local cultured pearl industry and tourism has not been investigated; this has
resulted in a lack of active strategies to sustain local tourism that are based on the relevant
stakeholders [20].

When discussing collaboration theory and community tourism planning frameworks,
it is important to include the important perspective of community involvement. [21].
There is also a precedent for discussing the relationship between tourism and economic
development based on quantitative evidence, using the case of the Mexican coastline [22].

Tourism is a fast-growing services sector in developing countries [22], but this notion
can also be applicable to developed countries such as Japan; the long-term economic
outcome based on local businesses has a positive impact both locally and more widely.
It was revealed the relationships between tourism and local economy growth, focusing
on dual directions: tourism led growth and economy driven tourism growth [23]. In
doing so, they emphasized the practical implications of how to support both the local
economy and tourism.

The impact of cultural tourism as a strategic pathway in the global economy [23];
they examined the successful management practices in creating culture-based tourism
destinations and applied those practices to the regions that require economic support. Their
proposed framework is unique in focusing on three dimensions: ‘eco-museum’, ‘cultural
routes’, and ‘cultural district’ ideals, which can be also applicable to the aim of this study.

Based on the literature review, key takeaways from this chapter are summarized in a
semi-structured questionnaire to be circulated during the focus group discussions (FGDs).
These reveal relevant stakeholders’ perceptions towards the possible grand design for
local business-based tourism, which contributes to building a sustainable local economy
(Table 1).
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Table 1. Key takeaways from literature review.

Key Topics and Main Stakeholders Sub Themes for Research Questions

1. Respect and maintenance of the history and
tradition of the cultured pearl industry

Can local cultured pearl business be a basis for inbound tourism?
What are the stakeholders’ future perspectives for cultured pearl?

What are the main perceived values of cultured pearls in coastal area?

2. Impact of the value of cultured pearls on the
local economy

Can the values of luxurious pearls be driving power to sustain the business?
Are the pearls valuable for the community (community bonding and cohesion as

a local asset)?
Can the cohesion between cultured pearls and local tourism be key trigger for

business sustainability?

3. Pearls and tourism (Tourism-related
organizations)

Is there a potential relationship between cultured pearls and inbound tourism?
Do the stakeholders perceive dynamism of cultured pearl businesses and

inbound tourism?

4. Future perspectives and required
interventions (businesses, regional authorities,

and tourism-related organizations)

Can the cultured pearl industry be effective in sustaining the local community?
What elements are essential for sustaining the coastal region based on the

cultured pearl businesses?
Who are the key actors in sustaining both local cultured pearl businesses and the

local tourism based on the cultured pearl industry?

3. Methodology
3.1. Research Approach

The study used an FGD approach to collect primary data and text-mine participants’
thoughts and feelings. Stakeholders from different backgrounds shared their knowledge
and opinions, and the interactions led to new opinions being formed in each group and to
the spreading of awareness among the participants.

The qualitative research approach adopted by this study attempts to examine and
explain the fundamental significance that individuals and groups ascribe to social phenom-
ena [24]. Qualitative approaches are often preferred when analyzing human judgments
and behaviors, as this study aims to do [25], i.e., to analyze human opinions, attitudes,
views, beliefs, and preferences. In the exploratory examination of the RQs in this study, it is
important to supplement and analyze the opinions, perceptions, attitudes, and motivations
of the people involved in a dense context. In addition, the FGD method was employed in
this study in order to obtain activated opinions during the interviews due to the interaction
of multiple stakeholders [26].

3.2. Participants and Data Collection

The primary focus was on exploration of the perceptions and evaluations of the
relevant stakeholders, as shown in Table 1. A total number of 18 participants for three
focus groups was deemed enough for each group of the study, in accordance with [27],
who proposed that smaller data samples are suitable for a study that applies an inductive
method. In order to achieve the research objectives, it is necessary to select participants who
are close to and experienced and knowledgeable about these topics. Therefore, this study
employs a purposive approach to sample collection. Purposive sampling is very useful in
qualitative research and is one of the most cost- and time-effective sampling techniques [28].
In order to efficiently collect primary data for this study, the authors recruited volunteers
to help provide information through contacts at organizations, tourism associations, and
local governments related to the pearl industry in the Ise-Shima region. The participants
are categorized according to the stakeholder groups (Table 1).

Primary data was collected from three FGDs consisting of six participants each, in
parallel sessions that were facilitated by the members of the authors’ research group.
Following the suggestions from [28], FGDs are carried out in a familiar setting to enhance
their open and honest discussions after the ‘ice-breaking time’ at the start. A total time
slot of 70 min was proposed for each session, consisting of 10 min of opening/closing and
60 min of group discussion (broken down into 10–15 min of discussion for each key topic).
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This practice was following the suggestion by [29]; 45–90 min of discussion was planned
for the FGDs in terms of fully capturing a studies domain. FGDs were conducted December
2021 to January 2022. Table 2 is the participant list of the three FGDs.

Table 2. Profile of the interviewees.

FG1

1: Tourist (Tokyo) Male, 58 years old
2: Pearl producer Male, 48 years old
3. Tourist office Male, 36 years old

4. Local business authority Male, 46 years old
5. Local council Female, 39 years old
6. Local resident Female, 35 years old

FG2
7. Tourist (Tokyo) Female, 61 years old
8. Pearl producer Male, 62 years old
9. Tourist agency Female, 45 years old

10. Local adviser (university researcher) Female, 37 years old
11. Local council Male, 43 years old
12. Local resident Male, 48 years old

FG3
13. Tourist (Yokohama) Female, 29 years old

14. Pearl producer Male, 56 years old
15. Tour company Male, 41 years old
16. Local council Female, 36 years old
17. Local resident Male, 49 years old
18. Local resident Female, 42 years old

3.3. Data Analysis

All three FGD sessions were recorded and transcribed into text format. Repeated
themes and nodes containing key words were identified and subjected to thematic analy-
sis [28]. To be more precise and to highlight hidden values and insights embedded in the
participants’ statements, text mining software (NVivo12) and an open-source tool (User-
Local 2022) were utilized to visualize the co-occurrence of specific word relationships, node
hierarchies, and other factors and also to help our understanding.

4. Findings
4.1. Extraction and Comparison of Key Themes in the Textual Data

First, the text data obtained from each FGD was classified into four groups of main
stakeholders based on their relevant position and function: (i) local residents, (ii) the pearl
industry and organizations, (iii) tourists, and (iv) the public sector. Two software tools were
used to identify and decipher differences in perspective. From the analysis, the four groups
commonly recognize that cultured pearls are an individual community feature and create
significant value in the Ise-Shima region, but (ii) the pearl industry and organizations and
(iv) the public sector participants are keenly aware that further development of regional
revitalization and inbound tourism with this pearl industry at its core should be developed
in a more systematic manner. To this end, many have expressed a strong desire for further
support and intervention. In contrast, local residents believe that cultured pearls are a
technological innovation originating in Japan, and that pearls and the related culture should
be more widely promoted and advertised to the world. The tourists highly value programs
that allow them to learn about and experience the process of pearl cultivation. They are also
interested in the beauty of pearls as jewellery and the production process using traditional
methods in Japanese culture, and it can be read that they regard the Ise-Shima area as a
museum of learning.

Next, the trends in statements obtained from the FGDs were visualized using the nodes
obtained from mining, after classifying them into the four groups described above (Figure 2).
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This comparative study revealed differences in the phases of awareness and expectations of
the stakeholders who participated in the FGDs. First, local residents are fully aware that the
pearl industry is a value for their community, but they are not that interested in inbound
tourism with the pearl industry at its core. On the other hand, tourists visiting Ise-Shima
tend to develop a greater interest in the cultured pearl industry, such as the Mikimoto
Museum and the ama (women divers) demonstrations, after their visit and are curious
about the inside of the hands-on pearl industry, which in itself suggests the potential for
inbound tourism with cultured pearls at its core. In addition, local residents and tourists
expressed a desire to fully promote the cultural value of cultured Akoya pearls, which were
produced using technology invented for the first time in Japan, and to show the world an
outstanding aspect of Japanese culture. Many also said that it is important to first promote
the value of pearls to the Japanese people before attracting tourists from abroad and that it
is important to disseminate information and foster sympathy and interest within Japan.
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While the pearl industry is aware of the value of pearls as a luxury item, they have
a vague interest in how the pearls they produce are valued in the global luxury jewellery
market, but this is outweighed by their awareness of the problems of business succession
and the deterioration of the quality of Akoya oysters due to sea water pollution, and the
main concern of the public sector is to achieve innovation and sustainability in the pearl
industry by strengthening support through collaboration among industry, government,
and academia, mobilizing different opinions and ideas from open networks that are not
limited to local networks, and co-creating new values.

4.2. Detailed Comments from Stakeholders

The following is a close examination of specific statements for each of the sub-themes de-
veloped from the literature review in order to further elaborate on the participants’ attitudes.

4.2.1. Respect and Maintenance of the History and Tradition of the Cultured Pearl Industry

As discussed, we found that two different main interest groups were revealed from
the FGDs: local residents, cultured peal businesses and organizations, tourists, and the
public sector.
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Participants 1, 6, and 11 (tourists) stated that the reason for them to choose the des-
tination was mainly because of the cultured pearl industry, especially in the Ise-Shima
region, which is well known as the hub of the Sir Mikimoto invention of the cultured pearl
technology. In line with the tourists’ perspectives, tour agents stated that they perceived
the cultured pearl business tourists not only from inland but also from overseas:

Participant 3: ‘It is crystal clear we cannot run the business without the pearls’.
Participant 7: ‘Visiting Mikimoto island and experiencing a tour, including a boat trip

to the production site, is the most popular item in our optional tours’.
On the other hand, those on the business side, such as producers and entrepreneurs,

mentioned the issues that they perceived in the business process:
Participant 4: ‘The pearl industry is unique, as nobody fully understands the whole pro-

cess from farming, materializing, wholesaling, designing, product making and retailing shop’.
Participant 8: ‘Each phase has its specialist, and we seldom communicate closely; we

are not keen on understanding what is going on in the real jewellery market’.
The business authorities and the public sector as a coordinator and facilitator have

noticed the issues, and some of them stated their attempts to nurture ‘learning perspectives’
among the producers to enhance their marketing skills to respond to demand. As noted,
some more information sharing is essential to enhance the collaboration among the stake-
holders, and to do so, the public sector and the relevant business organizations should play
a key role as a facilitator to support their dynamism within the cultured pearl business.

4.2.2. Cultured Pearls as Community-Centered Value

All of the participants mentioned their appreciation of pearls as valuable jewellery,
especially tour agencies and local council officials who emphasized this aspect as a key
factor to sustain the local businesses and economy:

Participant 5: ‘Without pearls, our villages cannot survive’.
Participant 11: ‘Pearls are our value. It is our responsibility to look after satoumi as

our hometown’.
The satoumi is an important sea area that has long supported culture and exchange,

including fisheries and distribution. It is an area where high biological productivity and
biodiversity are required, and it is also an area located halfway between the realm of
humans and nature [29]. The satoumi concept can be a guidepost for further research
and discussion of how to contribute to the coastal area development and support small
businesses of cultured pearl industry.

The local council is particularly interested in using the data mining results as official
statistics in their materials for developing a policy framework to support the regional
economy. The pearls’ value to the community was also mentioned by residents in the area:

Participant 12: ‘The pearls are a common value for us to share. We are proud of our
Akoya pearls’.

Participant 12, 17 and 18: ‘ . . . pupils learn the history of cultured pearl technology at
primary schools. The pearls are our values and connect the local people’.

In line with these statements, tourist business representatives also stated as follows:
Participant 10 and 16: ‘Dynamism of the interaction between universities, businesses

and local councils have been supporting the cultured pearl businesses in the area’.
These statements are evidence for the productive outcome based on the interaction

of the stakeholders of local businesses, which should be the key trigger for business
sustainability [22,24].

4.2.3. Pearls and Tourism: Ecological System in Society

Regarding the third theme, some more statements were noted:
Participant 9: ‘How to strengthen the dynamic relations and interactions aiming to

support the cultured pearls should be basis for the local economy’.
Participant 10: ‘The policy enhancing the relational actors’ commitment to the cultured

pearls and tourism has been on the top of our policy agenda’.
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Participant 4: ‘We need to support the future of both the cultured pearl industry and
tourism, which are supporting the local economy as the collaborative infrastructure’.

The local stakeholders clearly perceived the impact of the cultured pearl business as a
key element to support local tourism [23]. The local stakeholders have acknowledged the
pathway of local asset-based community development, and they all stated positively the
applicability of the pearl industry as the core value of the community network [30].

Over the years, the role of tourism in economic growth has become increasingly
prominent [31]. Although tourism’s economic performance is an important criterion for
measuring the economic development of a region, there have been few quantitative studies
on tourism economic performance within a single region. In addition, there is almost no
body of research on the impact of the social motivations and psychological factors of the
people involved in the development of the tourism industry. Therefore, it is timely to
examine the sustainable development of the region through methods and suggestions on
how to optimize the promotion of tourism strategies, including inbound tourism.

Another important theme that participants remarked on was the balance between
tourism and the economy, i.e., the importance of an ecological approach to sustainable
industrial support. It has been pointed out the difficulties of mismatching and coupling [32].
As a coastal based aquaculture industry, the pearl business is susceptible to climate change
and water pollution and is also a field that should focus on the ethical elements of the
production process; it is a research target that should consider the synergistic development
of a tourism–economy–ecology system. Research from this perspective is in its infancy,
and knowledge on pearls and sustainable tourism development is accumulating in various
parts of the world market [33]. Tourism in the marine environment is a topic that should
be of interest in the future, as ecological business strategy research is required in today’s
world [34].

4.2.4. Future Perspectives: How to Sustain Local Economy with Small Businesses

The data obtained from the three FGDs paint a blueprint for the future prospects
of regional tourism based on cultured pearls. The situation surrounding cultured pearls
is complex [35]. Addressing complex issues such as environmental impact in the pearl
farming process also requires enhanced knowledge mobilization and innovation [36,37].
Indeed, it also throws up themes that are closely linked to the pressing issues of climate
change, marine ecosystems, and sustainable urban development proposed by the UN’s
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).

In this regard, a variety of experts with knowledge and experience were invited to
comment in the context of innovation:

Participant 9: ‘Linear problem solving is difficult today, problems are complex and
related... It is inevitable to build teams with different experiences in order to plan how to
sustain the businesses’.

Some producers also recognized the importance of ‘innovation’ based on collaborative teams:
Participant 2: ‘The value of pearls cannot be maintained without innovation. Innova-

tion can only be brought about by a functioning collaborative team’.
Another participant emphasized the benefits of collaboration among local stake-

holders, including universities, companies, and pearl producers/wholesalers:
Participant 10: ‘The dispatch of young university researchers was a good stimulus

for coastal businesses, bringing new ideas and contributing to business performance by
introducing new perspectives into business processes and organizational culture’.

How can we effectively share information among stakeholders, recognize challenges
through selection and focus, and seek solutions in order to sustain the cultured pearl
business based on information sharing and clear vision and goals? An innovative mindset,
collaboration among stakeholders, and design-oriented efforts are essential to sustain the
business and promote economic and social development for all involved. The technological
impact in knowledge sharing sheds light on this topic and should be further discussed [38].
Specific solutions with practical schemes are needed, which is an urgent issue for cultured
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pearl businesses. Participants mentioned the important value of collaboration and co-
creation among relevant actors to create win–win relationships that support local businesses
and economies [39].

The final key takeaway from the FGDs was the proposed agenda: quality control and
technology transfer; establishing learning spaces for producers, the tourism industry, and
the public sector; sharing ideas and information to build a sustainable pearl industry; and
preparing innovative platforms that address market needs and environmental requirements.

Finally, some participants jointly emphasized the impact of community values and
stakeholders’ perceptions of local communities, stating that community-based tourism
cannot develop without ‘attachment to place’, which is in line with the argument presented
by socio-economists [40].

4.3. Discusssion

The analysis revealed that the cultural seascape of pearls is well recognized by stake-
holders, and the potential and prospects for economic and social development of coastal
areas and inbound tourism with the cultured pearl industry at its core are well recognized
by stakeholders. In particular, the public sector, industry associations, and others have high
expectations for the underlying strength of the cultured pearl industry as a regional asset
that can drive the development of coastal areas through more comprehensive interventions.

They also expressed a great desire to be involved in preserving and passing on the
knowledge of cultured pearls and the traditional techniques of Mikimoto transmission,
highlighting that the pearl industry serves as an effective catalyst in bringing people to-
gether in coastal communities. The value of cultured pearls, which can revitalize businesses
through tourism and contribute to the community as a whole, requires innovative and
collaborative co-creation, combining knowledge of the production process and tradition
with modernity.

This satoumi concept was not at the center of the research theme at the time of the
literature review in the preliminary stages of the study, but surprisingly, the stakeholders
who participated in the FGDs were already aware of the value of satoumi as common in
the coastal area, amplifying value through nature–human interactions. They were fully
aware of the value of the cultured pearl industry as a nucleus for the co-creation of value
through nature–human interactions.

Satoumi has long been an important sea area that has supported culture and exchange,
including fisheries and distribution, and is a place where people and nature coexist in
biodiversity and a desirable environment [41,42]. A healthy satoumi can maintain proper
material circulation functions and a balance between rich and diverse ecosystems and busi-
ness when land and coastal waters are managed in an integrated manner by human hands.
The satoumi concept is expected to serve as a major guideline for coastal development
around the world.

Based on the survey results, the responses to the research questions developed in this
study are as follows.

(1) Co-creation of value through collaboration among relevant stakeholders in coastal
areas in an open relationship could be one catalyst for maintaining the sustainability of
cultured pearl operations in coastal areas. In particular, given the fact that tourists are
aware of the value of the coastal satoumi, or the broader community that encompasses
the cultured pearl site, as an attractive place to visit, and that the host residents are
highly sympathetic to and confident in the value of pearls as jewellery, a more refined
inbound strategy should be based on this, and it can be expected that there is much
room for more refined inbound strategy planning and demand.

(2) In conjunction with the above responses, while it is important to promote collaboration
among stakeholders for the development of the cultured pearl business, local residents
and industry participants suggest that the Japanese-developed innovation of cultured
pearls, the true round pearl technology, could be more globally appealing as a made-
in-Japan technology. In addition, the recent intervention of the public sector, such as
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the revision of laws, can be expected to have the effect of accelerating the coordination
and collaboration of these parties involved in the pearl industry.

(3) Based on the responses to RQs 1 and 2 above, cultured pearls can be expected to
become an attraction for tourism in the region. However, in order to achieve this,
it may be necessary to modernize the aquaculture industry as an industry, solve
succession problems, and take the initiative in providing support for promotion by
the public sector, as indicated by the keywords of the parties involved extracted in
Figure 2, through interventions such as promotional support and other factors in
order to achieve a united support policy.

5. Conclusions, Implications, and Limitations

In line with the three research questions, this study used a qualitative approach to
listen to the opinions of stakeholders related to cultured pearls in coastal areas and proposed
a path and vision for maintaining the sustainability of the industry through future regional
collaboration and revitalizing communities through inbound tourism. The report also
recommends a roadmap and prospects for maintaining industrial sustainability through
future regional collaboration and revitalizing communities through inbound tourism. It
then presented an agenda for further analysis and research, emphasizing, among other
things, the importance of interventions for this purpose.

The analysis revealed that stakeholders recognize that the development of the industry
through the innovative development of traditional cultured pearl technology can serve as a
catalyst to bring together community values, residents, and tourists and that further com-
prehensive and systematic interventions should enhance the resilience of the cultured pearl
industry. The study also found a strong recognition of the need to enhance the resilience of
the cultured pearl industry through further comprehensive and systematic interventions.

The following is a summary of the theoretical and practical contributions as well as
limitations and future research directions.

5.1. Theoretical Contributions

Japan’s cultured pearl industry faces stiff competition in the global jewellery market.
Nevertheless, as the backbone of local tourism, the cultured pearl business is expected by
diverse stakeholders and valued as a core value for local communities. This study identifies
the potential of cultured pearl tourism as an important element of economic vitality to
sustain the value of local communities and residents and proposes an agenda for future
discussion and consideration. This is the first contribution of this study.

The second contribution was to discuss the importance and direction of collaboration
with tourism stakeholders, including public sector interventions, while suggesting the
possibility of applying the knowledge management framework to tourism research in
order to develop the traditional local industry of pearl farming [43] based on participants’
comments in the FGD.

This study was conducted in the style of a stakeholder opinion survey, mining the
opinions of the stakeholders to make suggestions. This study is an aggregation of the
opinions of FGD participants, and the task of reconciling these opinions with measurable
statistical data is left to the next stage of conducting this study. The greatest contribution
of this study, therefore, is that it has proposed a pathway to raise awareness of the value
of cultured pearls and improve the sustainability of the cultured pearl industry through
collaboration among stakeholders, especially in coastal areas, with the help of public sector
support and other resources.

5.2. Practical Contributions

As a result of this study, it is expected that the collaboration among residents, industry,
tourists, and the public sector, with the coastal cultured pearl business at its core, will
enable further innovative improvements in cultured pearl technology originating in Japan
and maintain and improve the sustainability of the business with an eye on the global
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market. Based on the output of the findings, using a qualitative approach to analysis, this
study proposed an agenda for further creation of economic value mediated by gemstone
pearls in coastal areas such as satoumi, based on the phase of stakeholders’ awareness
through text mining methods. The two economic activities proposed by this study, coastal
area tourism with the cultured pearl industry at its core, are closely linked as stakeholders
in pearl tourism and present a path and important issues to contribute to the creation of
sustainable local communities by incorporating new values and technologies from outside
to trigger local economic revitalization.

5.3. Limitations and Further Research Oppotunitiy

This research is the first study exploring and fusing the small coastal cultured pearl
businesses, local tourism, and community sustainability based on a Japanese case study.
This article has attempted to bring an innovative framework that combines a histor-
ical legacy of cultured pearl production in Ise-Shima and its potential contact points
with tourism. However, we are also aware that there are areas for further improvement
in this study.

First, methodology is focused only on stakeholders’ opinions, which should be dis-
cussed in relation with quantitative data which would support it. To validate the results
of the study should be a key task for the authors as the next step. Second, a more refined
model and scale should be examined using quantitative methods to confirm the validity
and applicability of the model proposed in this study. In addition, the contribution of
the cultured pearl industry in Japan in passing on the aesthetic sense and value of pearls
as gemstones and managing biologically and culturally diverse marine areas should be
discussed and presented, as well as future prospects.

In this study, the opinions of relevant stakeholders were collected using FGDs, and as
noted above, in the future, a mixed method approach combined with a quantitative method
should be used to support the project from an interdisciplinary perspective and provide
guidelines that contribute to the development of inbound tourism strategies.

The discussion in this study focused on maintaining and ensuring the economic
prosperity of stakeholders in the coastal zone and the sustainability associated with that
prosperity. However, the theme of sustainability is essentially a grand question that should
be addressed from the perspective of how global citizens should contribute and solve
problems to maintain the sustainability of the Earth as a planet. Therefore, the authors
would like to leave this note by stating that we will continue to develop further research
with this awareness of the issues that demonstrate the responsibility of global citizens to
achieve sustainability.
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